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Pruszynski JA, Kurtzer I, Lillicrap TP, Scott SH. Temporal evolution of “automatic gain-scaling.” J Neurophysiol 102: 992–1003, 2009. First published May 3, 2009; doi:10.1152/jn.00085.2009. The earliest neural response to a mechanical perturbation, the short-latency stretch response (R1: 20–45 ms), is known to exhibit “automatic gain-scaling” whereby its magnitude is proportional to preperturbation muscle activity. Because gain-scaling likely reflects an intrinsic property of the motoneuron pool (via the size-recruitment principle), counteracting this property poses a fundamental challenge for the nervous system, which must ultimately counter the absolute change in load regardless of the initial muscle activity (i.e., show no gain-scaling). Here we explore the temporal evolution of gain-scaling in a simple behavioral task where subjects stabilize their arm against different background loads and randomly occurring torque perturbations. We quantified gain-scaling in four elbow muscles (brachioradialis, biceps long, triceps lateral, triceps long) over the entire sequence of muscle activity following perturbation onset—the short-latency response, long-latency response (R2: 50–75 ms; R3: 75–105 ms), early voluntary corrections (120–180 ms), and steady-state activity (750–1250 ms). In agreement with previous observations, we found that the short-latency response demonstrated substantial gain-scaling with a threefold increase in background load resulting in an approximately twofold increase in muscle activity for the same perturbation. Following the short-latency response, we found a rapid decrease in gain-scaling starting in the long-latency epoch (75-ms postperturbation) such that no significant gain-scaling was observed for the early voluntary corrections or steady-state activity. The rapid decrease in gain-scaling supports our recent suggestion that long-latency responses and voluntary control are inherently linked as part of an evolving sensorimotor control process through similar neural circuitry.

INTRODUCTION

A prominent and well-studied feature of the short-latency stretch response (R1: 20–45 ms postperturbation) is “automatic gain-scaling” whereby the same short-stretch will elicit larger responses when preperturbation muscle activity is increased (Bedingham and Tatton 1984; Marsden et al. 1976; Matthews 1986; Stein et al. 1995; Verrier 1985). This modulation is generally attributed to the intrinsic organization of the motoneuron pool (Capaday and Stein 1987; Houk et al. 1970; Kornell and Hultborn 1990; Marsden et al. 1976; Matthews 1986; Slot and Sinkjaer 1994) where motor units are recruited in order of their force-generating capability and resilience to fatigue (Cope and Clark 1991; Henneman 1957), a phenomenon termed the size-recruitment principle. Although gain-scaling may be a useful short-term strategy (Bedingham and Tatton 1984; Marsden et al. 1976; Matthews 1986), ultimately the steady-state response to an additional load must be independent of preperturbation muscle activity (i.e., not show gain-scaling) given the largely linear relationship between load and muscle activity for low to moderate loads (Hof 1984; Lawrence and Deluca 1983; Milner-Brown and Stein 1975). This poses a substantial challenge for the motor system, which must compensate for automatic gain-scaling to generate appropriate motor commands across different background load conditions.

Although many studies have established that short-latency responses demonstrate gain-scaling (Bedingham and Tatton 1984; Marsden et al. 1976; Matthews 1986; Stein et al. 1995; Verrier 1985) and that steady-state muscle activity does not (Hof 1984; Lawrence and Deluca 1983; Milner-Brown and Stein 1975), it is unknown how gain-scaling evolves between these two temporal extremes. Specifically, it is unclear how quickly gain-scaling is reduced and to what extent phasic muscle activity in the long-latency (R2: 50–75 ms; R3: 75–105 ms) and early voluntary (VOL: 120–180 ms) epochs demonstrate gain-scaling. Most previous studies did not address this issue because their experimental methods (i.e., brief servo-controlled displacements, electrical stimulation, “do-not-intervene” instructions) elicited robust short-latency responses but negligible muscle activity in the long-latency and/or voluntary epochs (Matthews 1986; Ruegg et al. 1990; Stein et al. 1995; Verrier 1985).

For example, Bedingham and Tatton (1984) demonstrated that gain-scaling is present for both the short- and long-latency (combined R2 and R3 epoch) response in a wrist flexor muscle but did not elicit substantial muscle activity past these epochs. The absence of later responses, likely due to a do-not-intervene instruction (Asatryan and Feldman 1965; Crago et al. 1976), fundamentally precluded a complete characterization of gain-scaling. In principle, the authors could have partially characterized the evolution of gain-scaling over the first 100 ms following perturbation onset, in the R1–R3 epochs, but no such quantitative analysis was provided, and confidently determining these changes from the presented figures is difficult. To our knowledge, only two studies have quantified the evolution of gain-scaling over a prolonged sequence of activity, focusing on the R1–R3 epochs in muscles spanning the ankle joint (Toft et al. 1989, 1991). Both of these studies used a do-not-intervene instruction coupled with a brief servo-controlled displacement and did not find gain-scaling for the short-latency response as commonly seen for upper-limb muscles, making it difficult to generalize from their results.

How might gain-scaling evolve over time and subsequent epochs of activity? One possibility is that gain-scaling is nearly constant across the early phasic response (<180 ms) and that compensation for the size-recruitment principle takes place over a much longer time scale as in previous studies of
steady-state muscle activity (Hof 1984; Lawrence and Deluca 1983; Milner-Brown and Stein 1975). An alternative hypothesis is that the gain-scaling of the phasic epochs quickly approaches the steady-state response via systematic decreases in gain-scaling following the short-latency epoch. Such a systematic change across epochs would not be surprising given that many studies have shown significant functional and physiological distinctions between activity in the short- and long-latency epochs (Cole et al. 1984; Crago et al. 1976; Evarts and Vaughn 1978; Gielen et al. 1988; Gray et al. 2001; Hammond 1956; Kimura et al. 2006; Lewis et al. 2006; Rothwell et al. 1980; Tsuji and Rothwell 2002). For example, we have recently reported that the R2, R3, and VOL epochs increasingly incorporate an internal model of limb dynamics (Kurtzer et al. 2008) and are increasingly sensitive to spatial task constraints (Pruszynski et al. 2008a). Although these previous reports of sophistication do not a priori imply a reduction in gain-scaling, they lead to the natural prediction that gain-scaling will also be systematically and progressively modified over the R2, R3, and VOL epochs. Such a decrease in gain-scaling would provide another example of sophistication in the long-latency epoch and support our recent suggestion, based on optimal feedback control (Todorov 2004; Todorov and Jordan 2002), that long-latency responses and voluntary control are inherently linked as part of the same control process through similar neural circuits (Scott 2004).

To test between these two possibilities, we utilized a straightforward task whereby subjects maintained their hand within a central target in the presence of various background loads and randomly occurring step-torque perturbations at the elbow. Importantly, this approach yielded a prolonged multiphasic muscle response in all four elbow muscles of interest with clearly identifiable activity in the short-latency, long-latency, and early voluntary epochs. Because subjects were required to stabilize their limb at the same position both before and after the perturbation, we could also determine changes in steady-state muscle activity. Consistent with previous results, we found that the short-latency response, but not the steady-state activity, demonstrated significant gain-scaling and that the total limb displacement was reduced with larger background loads. With respect to the two competing hypotheses, we noted that gain-scaling was quickly reduced following perturbation onset, with most muscle samples showing decreases within the R3 epoch. In addition to our main experimental findings, we report two notable observations. First, gain-scaling in all epochs was greater for large perturbations than for small ones. Second, increases in intrinsic muscle stiffness associated with increased tonic muscle activity appeared to play a modest role in countering the applied mechanical perturbations, a result that was well reproduced by a realistic model of the muscle and limb.

METHODS

Subjects

A total of eight subjects participated in the experiments. All were neurologically unimpaired, gave informed consent according to a protocol approved by the Queen’s University Research Ethics Board and were paid for their participation.

Apparatus

Subjects performed the tasks with a robotic exoskeleton (KINARM, BKIN Technologies, Kingston, ON, Canada) that supports the limb in the horizontal plane while permitting flexion and extension motions at the shoulder and elbow (Scott 1999). The device can monitor motion of the two joints and independently apply torque loads to the shoulder and/or elbow. Target lights and simulated hand feedback were presented to the subject in the plane of the task using an overhead projector and a semi-transparent mirror. Direct vision of the arm and hand was occluded throughout the experiment, and hand feedback was provided only between trials to ensure all corrective responses were guided by proprioception.

Protocol

Each trial began with subjects placing their index finger near the center (<0.3 cm) of a target which required shoulder and elbow angles of 45 and 90°, respectively (Fig. 1A). A background load (±1, ±2, ±3 Nm) was then slowly introduced (rise time = 500 ms) that required compensatory activation of the agonist muscles of interest, either the elbow flexors or extensors. After a random hold time of 1–4 s, a step-torque perturbation (an addition of 1.25 or 2.5 Nm in the same direction as the background load) stretched the preactivated agonist muscles (Fig. 1B). Subjects were instructed to avoid co-contracting or anticipating the perturbation but to return to the displayed spatial target (radius = 1 cm) quickly and accurately after perturbation onset. On completion of the trial, visual feedback indicated success or failure based on speed and accuracy criteria (return to the central target within 500 ms of perturbation onset and then remain inside the target for 1,000 ms). Before beginning the main experiment, subjects were presented with approximately five repeats of each condition to familiarize them with the apparatus and task constraints. Subjects performed 20 successful repeats in each condition for a total of 240 correct trials (3 background loads, 2 magnitudes × 2 muscle groups × 20 repeats) blocked by muscle group but randomized otherwise. Breaks of ~3 min were enforced every 60 correct trials, although subjects could rest at anytime. The entire experimental session lasted ~2 h.

Muscle recording, filtering, and normalization

Detailed electromyographic (EMG) procedures have been reported previously (Pruszynski et al. 2008a). In the present experiments, surface recordings were obtained from four muscles acting to flex and extend the elbow joint: biceps long (Bi), brachioradialis (Br), triceps long (TLo), triceps lateral (TLa). One sample of brachioradialis (subject 1) and biceps long (subject 4) were excluded from analysis because of poor signal quality, leaving a total of 30 muscle samples.
EMG data were filtered (2-pass, 6th-order Butterworth, 20–250 Hz), rectified and then normalized such that a value of one represents the mean agonist activation while countering a 2-Nm background load.

Taking into account many previous reports (Bonnet 1983; Crago et al. 1976; Kurtzer et al. 2008; Lee and Tatton 1975; Mortimer et al. 1981; Nakazawa et al. 1997; Pruszynski et al. 2008a; Rothwell et al. 1980), we defined three distinct epochs of rapid postperturbation muscle activity in temporal order of their appearance: response 1 (R1, 20–45 ms), classically referred to as the short-latency or spinal stretch reflex (Pierrot-Deseilligny and Burke 2005); response 2 (R2, 50–75 ms), often referred to as the long-latency reflex (Hammond 1954; Matthews 1986); response 3 (R3, 75–105 ms), sometimes referred to as long-latency reflex or triggered response (Crago et al. 1976; Rothwell et al. 1980). Within our nomenclature, activity within the R1 window is alternately referred to as the short-latency response and the combination of the R2 and R3 epochs is alternately called the long-latency response. As previously discussed (Pruszynski et al. 2008a), we specifically chose to discard the term “reflex” in favor of labeling events in their temporal order to avoid the substantial philosophical and historical legacy of the term (Prochazka et al. 2000). Furthermore, the timing of our epochs closely mirror M1–M3 as proposed by Lee and Tatton (1975), and our choice of R1–R3 is largely to avoid confusion with the common abbreviation for primary motor cortex (M1). In addition to the rapid response epochs, we included time epochs between −100–0, 120–180, and 750–1,250 ms, which were defined as baseline (PRE), early voluntary (VOL), and steady state (POS), respectively.

**Calculating gain-scaling and correcting for joint kinematics**

Gain-scaling is defined as the change in evoked muscle activity for the same perturbation magnitude but different background loads normalized by the change in preperturbation muscle activity across these background loads (Eq. 1). In the present manuscript, we calculated the gain-scaling across the small (1 Nm) and large (3 Nm) background loads for both small (1.25 Nm) and large (2.5 Nm) perturbations

\[
\text{Gain-scaling} = \frac{(A(t)_{bg,3,m} - A(t)_{bg,1,m})/(A(\text{pre})_{bg,3,m} - A(\text{pre})_{bg,1,m})}{(1)}
\]

Where \(A(t)\) is the muscle activity at a particular time (or the average activity over an epoch as in the denominator) and the subscripts refer to the background load level (bg) and perturbation magnitude (m), either large or small. Note that gain-scaling of 1 signifies no multiplicative effect of background load on the evoked perturbation activity, that is, no gain-scaling.

In the present experiment, we applied step-torque perturbations as opposed to servo-controlling a particular kinematic trajectory. Step-torque perturbations have the advantage of better approximating the types of perturbations that motor responses tend to counter; that is, perturbations that are influenced by their action rather than servo-trajectories which will occur regardless. However, using step-torque perturbations required us to account for any systematic changes in joint-velocity that may occur as a function of background load such as those caused by increases in muscle stiffness (Cannon and Zahalak 1982; Franklin and Milner 2003; Gomi and Osu 1998; Hunter et al. 1982) or active changes in muscle activity vis-à-vis gain-scaling. Systematic changes in kinematics are problematic because the phasic responses are strongly related to joint velocity (Jaeger et al. 1982; Lenz et al. 1983; Tatton and Bawa 1979) and could lead us to incorrectly attribute changes in muscle activity to decreases in gain-scaling rather than decreases in joint-velocity. We estimated the sensitivity to joint-velocity by performing the experiment at two perturbation magnitudes and relating the change in evoked activity to the change in observed position kinematics (Eq. 2). Note that the second term, describing the change in position kinematics \(\Delta \theta(t)\), is effectively a metric of joint-velocity over the time window \(\tau\) and that velocity sensitivity was calculated at the medium background load (2 Nm).

**Velocity Sensitivity**

\[
\text{Velocity Sensitivity} = \frac{[A(t)_{bg,3,m} - A(t)_{bg,1,m}] / (\Delta \theta(t)_{bg,3,m} - \Delta \theta(t)_{bg,1,m})}{(2)}
\]

This sensitivity was then used to correct the observed gain-scaling based on the observed difference in motion as a function of background load (Eqs. 3 and 4)

\[
C = \text{Velocity Sensitivity} \times (\Delta \theta(t)_{bg,3,m} - \Delta \theta(t)_{bg,1,m})
\]

**Corrected Gain-scaling**

\[
\text{Corrected Gain-scaling} = \frac{[A(t)_{bg,3,m} - A(t)_{bg,1,m} + C][A(\text{pre})_{bg,3} - A(\text{pre})_{bg,1}]}{(4)}
\]

Gain-scaling was calculated for each predefined epoch (R1, R2, R3, VOL, POS). In addition, we calculated gain-scaling as a function of time by applying a 10-ms moving window to the dataset.

**Modeling intrinsic muscle stiffness**

To better understand the influence of intrinsic muscle properties on our observations, we modeled a single-link manipulator with an actuator based on a realistic muscle model (Brown and Loeb 1999, 2000a, b; Brown et al. 1999; Li and Todorov 2004). A detailed description of the model is provided in the supplementary material, but it is important to mention that all the parameters in the model were independent of our experimental dataset. The resulting model was then exposed to a single-joint version of the experimental conditions previously described. Accordingly, a background torque was applied to the manipulator, and the manipulator was programmed to counter this external load near the center of its workspace (90°). Once the manipulator had countered the load and stopped moving, the compensatory activation required to maintain this position was fixed and an additional step-torque perturbation was applied. The resulting kinematics were calculated and compared with our empirical results. Because the activation was kept constant while the perturbation was applied, we could directly attribute changes in kinematics to changes in the intrinsic muscle properties via preperturbation muscle activation.

We also used the model to estimate intrinsic muscle stiffness \(k = \Delta \tau / \Delta \theta = (\tau_s - \tau_f)(\theta_s - \theta_f)\), which is the spring-like tendency of muscle to resist changes in position. Because the model does not include a simple term that represents stiffness, we estimated this value by modeling a commonly used empirical technique (Mussa-Ivaldi et al. 1985). In short, the manipulator was programmed to counter a set load \(\tau_s\) near the center of its workspace \(\theta_s = 90°\). We then displaced the manipulator to a new position \(\theta_f = 89°\); \(\Delta \theta = 1°\) while keeping muscle activation constant and noted the new level of joint-torque generation \(\tau_f\) after the manipulator reaches a steady-state (joint-velocity returns to 0) and restorative torque production saturates.

**RESULTS**

**Behavior and kinematics**

For each muscle group (elbow flexors and extensors), we introduced one of three background loads that required increased muscle activity and then applied one of two perturbation magnitudes that stretched the excited muscle group (Fig. 1). Subjects were required to return to the central target within 500 ms of perturbation onset and then remain inside the target
for 1,000 ms. They learned this task quickly and had little difficulty meeting the imposed speed and accuracy constraints, performing with an average success rate of 90% (SD 3).

Both perturbation magnitude and background loads altered the resulting kinematics (Fig. 2). These changes were quantified with respect to the elbow joint as our elbow torque perturbations resulted in predominately (though not exclusively) elbow motion (Fig. 3). Not surprisingly, increases in perturbation magnitude led to increased maximal joint-displacement [3-way ANOVA, background load vs. perturbation magnitude vs. perturbation direction, main-effect of perturbation magnitude, \( F(1,91) = 354, P < 10^{-9} \)] whereby a twofold increase in perturbation magnitude resulted in a 2.4 times increase in maximal elbow displacement (small/1.25 Nm: 5.1 ± 1.1°; large/2.5 Nm: 12.2 ± 2.2°; means ± SD); we noted no significant difference in maximal excursion as a function of perturbation direction \([F(1,91) = 2.2, P = 0.14].\) In contrast to the increased motion induced by larger perturbation magnitudes, increases in background load significantly reduced maximal elbow excursion \([F(2,91) = 33.1, P < 10^{-9}]\) with a threefold increase in background load resulting in a 35% decrease in joint-displacement. Interestingly, while changes in perturbation magnitude [small/1.25 Nm: 178 ± 22 ms; large/2.5 Nm: 184 ± 15 ms; \( F(1,91) = 2.4, P = 0.12 \)] and direction \([F(1,91) = 0.95, P = 0.33] \) did not significantly alter the timing of maximal excursion, increases in background load resulted in significantly earlier reversal times \([1 \text{ Nm BG: } 193 ± 16 \text{ ms; } 3 \text{ Nm BG: } 170 ± 22 \text{ ms; } F(2,91) = 11.1, P < 10^{-3}].\)

In addition to large-scale changes in kinematic behavior as described in the preceding text, we were interested in quantifying how changes in background load modified intrinsic muscle properties such as stiffness. To quantify the effect of background load, we calculated the elbow displacement 50 ms after perturbation onset (Fig. 4A), a time at which changes in kinematics could be attributed almost exclusively to changes in intrinsic muscle stiffness because of the delay between EMG activity and the generation of muscle force (Brown et al. 1999). As expected, even at 50-ms postperturbation, there was a highly significant effect of perturbation magnitude for elbow flexion perturbations across the three background loads (paired \(t\)-test, \( t_{47} = 49.4, P < 10^{-9} \) with an approximately twofold increase in joint displacement for a twofold increase in perturbation magnitude (small/1.25 Nm: −1.3 ± 0.2°; large/2.5 Nm: −2.7 ± 0.4°). In contrast to the large kinematic changes associated with perturbation magnitude, initial changes in joint-displacement were very modestly affected by a threefold increase in background load. We noted a very small though significant decrease in induced motion between the small and large background loads (small perturbation: \( t_7 = -5.5, P < 10^{-3}, \) mean difference \( = -0.06 ± 0.03°; \) large perturbation: \( t_7 = -4.2, P < 0.01, 0.12 ± 0.08°.\) This small effect of background load can be clearly seen in Fig. 4A where the near-zero slopes of the plotted lines indicate that the change in joint-angle is only modestly effected by changes in background load. In fact, the effect of background load did not reach 5% of the total elbow displacement until 55 ± 10 and 54 ± 8 ms after perturbation onset for small and large perturbation, respectively. This modest effect was consistent with ROC analysis, which quantifies the probability that an ideal observer can distinguish between background loads based on only the elbow kinematics (Pruszynski et al. 2008a); ROC values of 0 or 1 indicate perfect discrimination and 0.5 indicates discrimination at chance level. Such an analysis reveals a clear effect of background load immediately after perturbation onset that reaches significance (ROC <0.25 for 5 ms) at 52 ± 11 and 44 ± 17 ms for the small and large perturbations, respectively.

**Model of intrinsic muscle properties**

Our empirical results indicate that increases in intrinsic muscle properties, as determined by how such changes influence the resultant joint-kinematics, are modest over the range of background loads used in the present experiment (Fig. 4A). Initially surprised by the small effect, we compared our empirical kinematics to a mathematical model of the limb and muscle. The model shows striking similarity to the empirical results for the earliest portion (<50 ms) of the joint kinematics (compare Figs. 3A and 4B) even though all free parameters in the model are set based on previous literature (see supplemental material). Specifically, the resultant joint-displacement predicted by the model at 50 ms for all background load and perturbation conditions falls well within the observed range of observed elbow-kinematics (Fig. 4A). As with the empirical results, the effect of background load was present immediately after perturbation onset but resulted in modest changes in initial kinematics, remaining under 5% until 53 and 55 ms for the small and large perturbations, respectively. We also used the model to estimate the restorative forces attributable to intrinsic muscle stiffness at each background load. By displacing the model arm by a known amount (1°) while keeping muscle activation constant, we could determine the intrinsic restoring forces attributable to changes in position (i.e., muscle stiffness). For both small and large displacements, our model predicts that intrinsic stiffness is modulated with initial muscle activation reaching steady-state values of 1.0,
1.7, and 2.3 Nm/rad for the 1, 2, and 3 Nm initial background loads studied empirically.

Muscle activity

Our primary interest was to investigate the evolution of gain-scaling over the entire multi-phasic sequence of activity that follows muscle stretch. Every background load and perturbation magnitude evoked a clear sequence of phasic activity the timing of which was similar across subjects, muscles and conditions. The timing of the bursts largely corresponded to the predefined epochs although we rarely found a clear separation between the R2 and R3 epochs. In Fig. 5, the effect of background load on preperturbation activity is visible for an exemplar muscle sample; with increased background load, the absolute magnitude of muscle activity was increased over the entire response. We were particularly interested in determining whether there was any gain-scaling of the phasic responses, that is, an increase in the magnitude of rapid responses over and above the constant shift introduced by the background load. This is revealed in Fig. 5, B and D, where the offset due to the initial background load is removed. Consistent with many previous results, the R1 response is clearly larger for the same perturbation when the background load is increased.

Fig. 3. Temporal joint kinematics from an exemplar subject. A: elbow angle following an elbow extension perturbation (which stretches the elbow flexor muscles). The horizontal axis represents time relative to perturbation onset and the vertical axis shows the change in elbow angle relative to the initial configuration (shoulder = 45°, elbow = 90°). Solid (1.25 Nm) and dashed (2.5 Nm) lines denote perturbation magnitude and line shade denotes background load (light gray = 1 Nm, dark gray = 2 Nm, black = 3 Nm). B: resultant shoulder angle following an elbow extension perturbation. C: elbow velocity trajectory following an elbow extension perturbation. D: shoulder velocity trajectory following an elbow extension perturbation. E–H: same format as A–D except for an elbow flexion perturbation (which stretches the elbow extensor muscles).
with respect to time without a priori assumptions about underlying epochs (Fig. 7C). For our principle analysis, we combined results across muscle samples because visual and statistical inspection of individual muscle groups did not reveal substantial differences with respect to gain-scaling [3-way ANOVA, gain-scaling vs. perturbation magnitude vs. muscle group, main effect of muscle group, $F(3,236) = 0.42, P = 0.74$].

Figure 7B shows the corrected gain-scaling (see METHODS) for each epoch of activity under both small and large perturbation magnitudes. The short-latency response is approximately doubled for a unit increase in the background load and the same mechanical perturbation (gain-scaling $= \Delta R_{1,\text{small}}/\Delta BG = 1.91$; $\Delta R_{1,\text{large}}/\Delta BG = 2.38$). As in the R1 epoch, gain-scaling was statistically present in many later epochs ($t$-test, gain-scaling $> 1, P < 0.05$), although there is a notable effect of epoch (R1–R3, VOL) on gain-scaling [ANOVA, $F(3,236) = 9.6, P < 10^{-7}$] whereby later responses exhibit systematically decreased gain-scaling for both perturbation magnitudes (slope of linear regression between epoch timing and gain-scaling $< 0$; paired $t$-test, small: $t_{29} = -6.0, P < 10^{-6}$; large: $t_{29} = -5.7, P < 10^{-6}$). A more direct examination of gain-scaling revealed that the R2 epoch was not significantly less gain-scaled than the R1 epoch for either the small or large perturbation (paired $t$-test, $P > 0.1$) with just over half of the collected samples decreasing their gain-scaling when compared with gain-scaling in R1 (small: 53%; large: 53%).

However, the difference as a function of background load is systematically reduced in later epochs even though the overall magnitude of muscle activity is substantially larger. Although each muscle sample displayed a unique pattern of activity, the general trend with respect to gain-scaling was qualitatively similar for all collected muscles as well as the grand mean (Fig. 6).

The increase in steady-state muscle activity for the same change in mechanical load was independent of the initial background load [2-way ANOVA, background load vs. perturbation magnitude, main-effect of background load, $F(2,176) = 0.27, P = 0.76$] and highly sensitive to the perturbation magnitude [main-effect of perturbation magnitude, $F(1,176) = 54.6, P < 10^{-6}$]. Hence, steady-state muscle activity did not exhibit any gain-scaling. This result is shown in Fig. 7A, which plots the change in muscle activity for the small and large perturbation torque at each of the three initial background loads used in this experiment. Note that the increase in muscle activity for the applied perturbations is the same regardless of the initial background load.

We quantified the progression of gain-scaling over the sequence of activity that makes up the early corrective response both within predefined epochs of muscle activity (Fig. 7B) and

![FIG. 4. Analysis of empirical and model kinematics. A: this panel presents the resultant change in joint-angle 50 ms following the mechanical perturbation for each level of background load. Each thin line shows the elbow angle of an individual subject for the elbow flexion perturbation and the thick-dashed line is from the single-joint of the model. Note that the model data falls within the range of the collected data and shows a similar trend whereby larger background loads result in only modest decreases in joint-displacement as witnessed by the small positive slope of each line. B: same format as Fig. 3A but data are taken from the model (see supplemental material).](http://jn.physiology.org/)

![FIG. 5. Exemplar patterns of muscle activity with different background and perturbation loads. A: electromyographic (EMG) activity from an exemplar muscle sample (triceps lateral, subject 2) for the small perturbation (1.25 Nm) but different background loads (light gray = 1 Nm, black = 3 Nm). Note that the middle (2 Nm) background load condition is omitted for clarity. The horizontal axis denotes time and is aligned to perturbation onset (black vertical line). The dashed vertical lines designate intervals for the R1–R3 epochs and are based on average responses across muscle samples (see METHODS). The vertical axis represents normalized EMG activity where a value of 1 represents EMG activity used to counter a 2 Nm background load. B: same data and format as in A except that the offset associated with background load activation has been removed. C: same format as A except for the large perturbation (2.5 Nm). D: same format and data as C with offset removed.](http://jn.physiology.org/)
contrast, the majority of muscle samples demonstrated reduced gain-scaling in the R3 (small: 80%; large: 70%), VOL (97%; 80%) and POS (93%, 100%) epochs. Indeed, the VOL response exhibited no statistically significant gain modulation ($\Delta$VOL/ΔBG = 0.68; $\Delta$VOL/ΔBG = 0.92) for either perturbation magnitude (gain-scaling = 1, small: $t_{29} = -0.58$, $P = 0.56$; large: $P = 0.61$).

Although gain-scaling was progressively reduced for both small and large perturbation magnitudes, there was a significant effect of perturbation magnitude on gain-scaling whereby
the large perturbation resulted in greater gain-scaling in each epoch [ANOVA, $F(1,238) = 4.9, P = 0.03$]. A within-epoch comparison showed a similar trend [paired t-test, gain-scaling (small) $< $ gain-scaling (large); $R1: t_{29} = -2.2, P = 0.02; R2: t_{29} = -1.3, P = 0.1; R3: t_{29} = -3.2, P < 0.001$].

The binned results were not qualitatively changed by modestly altering either the onset or duration of the epochs. For example, when bins were narrowed by 10 ms to limit potential overlap between epochs ($R1: 25-40; R2: 55-70; R3: 80-100; \text{VOL}: 125-175$), we continued to find no significant decrease in gain-scaling for the $R2$ epoch when compared with the $R1$ epoch for either the large or small perturbation ($P > 0.1$). The majority of muscle samples still showed reduced gain-scaling in the $R3$ (small: $83\%$; large: $73\%$) and VOL (small: $97\%$; large: $83\%$) epochs and the VOL epoch exhibited no significant gain-scaling for either perturbation magnitude (small: $P = 0.56$; large: $P = 0.64$). We continued to find a trend toward greater gain-scaling with larger perturbation magnitude ($R1: P = 0.04; R2: P = 0.2; R3: P = 0.003$).

Similar results are found when gain-scaling is calculated in time without an a priori assumptions about epochs (Fig. 7C). This view of gain-scaling revealed two phases of increased activity that correspond roughly with the phasic bursts of muscle activity associated with the $R1$ and $R2$ epochs (Fig. 6, grand mean). The first phase of activity is modestly larger that the second phase and this is quickly followed by a dramatic drop in gain-scaling that occurs $\sim 75$ ms postperurbation, corresponding to the boundary between the $R2$ and $R3$ epoch.

In the present experiment, we applied step-torque perturbations rather than enforcing a particular kinematic trajectory. Because we did not explicitly control joint motion, it is possible that the observed difference in background load scaling results from smaller kinematic displacements caused by increases in muscle stiffness. However, the changes in initial kinematics were small and would, on average, account for $<5\%$ of the reduction in background load scaling in each of the epochs of interest. This is shown in Fig. 7B where the bars and variability present the gain-scaling after we corrected for the reduced displacement and the small filled dots within each bar present the uncorrected gain-scaling. Note that no correction was carried out on the steady-state epoch and that time-series data in Fig. 7C are corrected at every sample.

Although our principle analysis collapsed across muscle groups, each individual muscle group demonstrated similar trends. Most importantly, we found that later responses exhibited systematically decreased gain-scaling for each muscle group and both perturbation magnitudes as measured by calculating the slope of the linear regression between epoch timing and gain-scaling in that epoch (Fig. 8A). This finding was statistically significant (paired $t$-test, slope of regression $< 0, P < 0.05$) for seven of eight experimental conditions (4 muscle groups $\times$ 2 perturbation magnitudes) with the other condition (biceps, large perturbation) showing the same trend ($P = 0.09$). In fact, all the muscle groups showed significant gain-scaling in the $R1$ epoch for both perturbation magnitudes ($t$-test, gain-scaling $> 0, P < 0.05$), and none of the muscle groups showed significant gain-scaling in the VOL epoch ($t$-test, gain-scaling $\neq 0, P > 0.1$). We also determined the extent to which individual muscle groups showed a decrease in gain-scaling from the $R1$ to the $R3$ epoch. Again, each muscle group demonstrated a trend that is consistent with our principle findings whereby gain-scaling in the $R3$ epoch is reduced from that seen during $R1$, though these reductions were statistically significant (paired $t$-test, $P < 0.05$) in only two conditions (Fig. 8, B and C).

**Discussion**

The principle goal of this study was to elucidate the temporal evolution of automatic gain-scaling in human elbow muscles during postural maintenance of the upper limb. Unlike most
Previous work that focused on the short-latency response (Cathers et al. 2004; Matthews 1986; Ruegg et al. 1990; Stein et al. 1995; Toft et al. 1989; Verrier 1985), we specifically designed our experiment to robustly elicit a prolonged sequence of muscle activity by requiring subjects to maintain their hand at a central spatial target in the presence of unpredictable torque perturbations applied at the elbow (Kurtzer et al. 2008; Pruszynski et al. 2008a). In agreement with many previous studies of human upper-limb muscles, we found that the short-latency response (R1: 20–45 ms) is robustly scaled by preperturbation muscle activity (Bedingham and Tatton 1984; Cathers et al. 2004; Marsden et al. 1976; Matthews 1986; Stein et al. 1995) and that steady-state muscle activity (750–1250 ms) is not (Hof 1984; Lawrence and Deluca 1983; Milner-Brown and Stein 1975). Our results are also consistent with previous reports of gain-scaling within the long-latency epoch for a wrist flexor muscle (Bedingham and Tatton 1984).

We extend previous work by characterizing gain-scaling over the entire sequence of muscle activity that follows a mechanical perturbation. Our results demonstrate a rapid decrease in gain-scaling that begins ~75 ms after perturbation onset and quickly approaches the steady-state response (Fig. 7, B and C). Gain-scaling in the R3 (75–105 ms) epoch was significantly smaller than for the short-latency response and was statistically absent in both the early voluntary (VOL: 120–180 ms) steady-state epochs. This pattern was apparent for both small and large perturbation magnitudes and when analyzing each individual muscle group, suggesting that rapid reductions in gain-scaling may be a common feature of perturbation responses of elbow muscles.

**Modest influence of intrinsic muscle stiffness**

Previous authors have suggested that activity-dependent changes in intrinsic muscle stiffness play an important role in stabilizing the upper-limb by providing substantial restorative forces at zero latency (Franklin and Milner 2003; Gomi and Osu 1998; Mussa-Ivaldi et al. 1985). However, our present experimental results suggest a modest effect of activity-dependent muscle stiffness on initial elbow motion, whereby a 300% increase in background load and a concomitant increase in muscle activity yielded only a ~5% reduction in joint motion 50 ms after perturbation onset (Fig. 4A). These empirical findings were well matched by a realistic model of the muscle and limb. The model suggests that although stiffness is systematically increased with initial activation, the overall contribution is small for the range of activations used in the present study. Our estimates of stiffness, ranging from 1.2 to 2.3 Nm/rad, is within the range of previous empirical reports that measured intrinsic stiffness of isolated muscle preparations, particularly those estimated made at low initial forces/activations with stretch magnitudes that surpass the influence of short-range stiffness mechanisms (Hoffer and Andreassen 1976; Rack and Westbury 1974).

A reasonable criticism of the present study is that our background loads and muscle activations were not large enough to cause appreciable changes in muscle stiffness and that at large initial activations, the role of intrinsic muscle stiffness would increase substantially (Hoffer and Andreassen 1981; Joyce and Rack 1969). However, the loads we used...
represented a substantial portion of what subjects could perform under our nonisometric conditions over the duration of the experiment making further empirical increases difficult (Bedingham and Tatton 1984; Franklin and Milner 2003). Furthermore, when the model was used to simulate larger initial activations (approaching MVC), estimates of intrinsic stiffness increased relatively linearly with muscle activation (Hoffer and Andreassen 1981; Joyce and Rack 1969) and saturated at ~10 Nm/rad. Perhaps more importantly, even the highest activation levels resulted in modest reductions of joint-displacement. Another possibility is that the limbs’ inertial properties dominate initially, but that stiffness plays a substantial role at greater displacements. Again, this is difficult to address empirically as greater displacements occur at times where evoked muscle activity is present, making it difficult to separate changes in intrinsic stiffness from changes in muscle activity. In our simulations, we clamped active changes in muscle activity and found that the effect of stiffness clearly increased but was still limited (<15% reduction in joint-kinematics) even at 250 ms postperturbation when displacements are substantially larger (~30 and 60° for small and large perturbations, respectively) than the peak excursions found experimentally (~5 and 12°, compare Figs. 3A and 4B).

While our present work suggests a modest contribution of intrinsic stiffness at low to moderate background load levels for the upper-limb, additional work is needed to fully explore this important issue. Furthermore, it should be stressed that our empirical results demonstrate that the total effect of gain-scaling, which includes both intrinsic muscle properties and scaling of muscle activity, does result in substantial behavioral consequences including reductions in peak displacement and reversal time for a given perturbation magnitude (Figs. 2 and 3).

Physiological implications of decreases in gain-scaling

It is well-established that short-latency responses and H-reflexes are often modulated by preperturbation muscle activity and thus demonstrate gain-scaling (Bedingham and Tatton 1984; Marsden et al. 1976; Matthews 1986; Stein et al. 1995; Verrier 1985). This modulation likely reflects the intrinsic organization of the motoneuron pool whereby motor units are recruited in strict order of their force-generating capability and resilience to fatigue (Cope and Clark 1991; Henneman 1957), a phenomenon termed the size-recruitment principle. Indeed previous work has convincingly described (Marsden et al. 1976; Matthews 1986) and formalized (Capaday and Stein 1987; Houk et al. 1970; Kernell and Hultborn 1990; Slot and Sinkjaer 1994) how the size-recruitment principle specifically leads to gain-scaling, and empirical studies have demonstrated that the size-recruitment principle likely applies to motor-unit recruitment at all latencies (short, long and voluntary) following a mechanical perturbation (Calancie and Bawa 1985a,b).

In summary, many previous studies suggest that gain-scaling is caused by the size-recruitment principle, which is likely an unavoidable mapping between inputs to the motoneuron pool (i.e., motor commands) and the resulting muscle activity (Bawa 2002; Cope and Sokoloff 1999; Kandel et al. 2000). Therefore it is important to reconcile this well-explored constraint with our observation that gain-scaling is reduced in the long-latency epoch and that early voluntary and steady-state muscle activity is not gain-scaled; how can gain-scaling be reduced/eliminated over time given the size-recruitment principle? Ultimately, the elimination of gain-scaling within this constraint requires that synaptic input to the motoneuron pool from a fixed perturbation be reduced in proportion to the background load. Such a reduction could be caused by a number of different mechanisms such as a reduction in the efficacy of descending motor commands at the level of the motoneuron pool. For example, the “tonic-vibration reflex” (Matthews 1966) is generally absent in spinalized cats but can be facilitated to levels observed in a decerebrate cat by intravenous injection of DOPA, presumably by activating a descending system of monoaminergic fibers (Goodwin et al. 1973). Similar low-level circuitry could modulate the excitability of rapid-response epochs (Houk 1979) by removing facilitation in proportion to background load and time-following perturbation. A second possible mechanism is a reduction of descending motor commands in proportion to background load. Of particular interest is activity in primary motor cortex (M1) because it likely provides an important contribution to descending motor commands in both the long-latency (Matthews 1991) and voluntary epochs; to our knowledge, no one has reported the effect of background load on perturbation responses in M1.

It should be emphasized that not all recruitment rules (for example, random selection of motor units) would lead to gain-scaling. An alternative and more speculative explanation for a reduction in gain-scaling is that later motor commands can increasingly circumvent the size-recruitment principle. Several studies have observed apparent violations of the size-recruitment principle during voluntary contractions under a variety of experimental conditions and for several muscles of the upper and lower limb (Hodson-Tole and Wakeling 2008). For example, studies have shown that size recruitment likely occurs over smaller muscle compartments rather than the entire muscle for the human upper limb during isometric contractions (Van Zuylen et al. 1988) and cat lower limb during gait (Hoffer et al. 1987). Such an organization would not eliminate gain-scaling because each compartment locally obeys the size-recruitment principle, but it could lead to substantial changes in gain-scaling if descending motor commands selectively recruited different muscle compartments. Others have reported violations of size recruitment without finding such discrete compartments, suggesting instead that motor units are activated as a function of their mechanical action rather than as a function of their size (Herrmann and Flanders 1998). In this scenario, there is no need for descending motor commands to compensate for background load activation as their influence is not subject to the size-recruitment principle. Of course, the simplification gained from not having to compensate for size recruitment may well be overshadowed by the complexity of selecting specific motor units. Again, it may be fruitful to explore the effect of background load on M1 perturbation responses as an organization that avoids the size-recruitment principle predicts no gain-scaling in M1 responses.

Intermediate gain-scaling in the long-latency epoch

An important result in the present study is a rapid decrease in gain-scaling such that gain-scaling in the long-latency epoch, specifically R3, is smaller than the short-latency response
but greater than the voluntary response (SL > LL > VOL). This progressive decrease may provide an important clue about the neural substrates of muscle activity within the long-latency epoch for the upper limb. One possibility is that activity within each epoch reflects largely independent neural circuits each with progressively greater correction for the size-recruitment principle (see preceding text). In contrast, the decrease in gain-scaling may occur because long-latency activity is composed of two components that overlap in time (Crago et al. 1976; Rothwell et al. 1980), a transient component with no correction for gain-scaling and an increasingly dominant component the contribution of which completely corrects for gain-scaling. The net result of this arrangement as measured via surface electromyography would be a progressive reduction in gain-scaling. In fact, while it is well established that the long-latency response for the upper limb includes a cortical contribution from M1 (Matthews 1991), it has also been shown that phasic-activity within the long-latency epoch is present in decerebrate cats (Ghez and Shinoda 1978) and in both decerebrate (Miller and Brooks 1981) and spinalized monkeys (Tracey et al. 1980). Taken together with these previous observations, our present results are consistent with the notion that long-latency activity is composed of at least two separate circuits which overlap in time (Pruszynski et al. 2008b). We speculate that, if isolated, the spinal component would demonstrate gain-scaling similar to the short-latency response (R1) whereas the supra-spinal contribution would show no gain-scaling, similar to the early voluntary response (VOL).

In summary, the size-recruitment principle is a rational rule for recruiting motor units insofar as it tends to minimize fatigue and neuromuscular noise (Kandel et al. 2000; Mendell 2005), two important considerations for motor control. It also introduces substantial complexity for motor commands when trying to generate similar changes in force at various levels of background/tonic load. In that sense, the size-recruitment principle is another complexity of the neuromuscular periphery, like muscle-mechanics and limb-dynamics, which must be taken into account by descending motor commands (Kurtzer and Scott 2007). What is striking about the present results is that correction for the size-recruitment principle begins very rapidly following a mechanical perturbation, within 75 ms of perturbation onset. This similarity between long-latency responses and voluntary corrections in the human upper limb is consistent with our recent suggestions that activity within these epochs is inherently linked as part of the same control process through similar neural circuitry (Scott 2004).
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